
 

 

The Fisher Way: Curriculum 
 
 
 
 

Successful and resilient learners who aspire to and achieve excellence 
Confident individuals who can explore and communicate effectively 

Responsible citizens who are active, loving and wise in all their endeavours 
 

Subject Chemistry 

Year Group Year 8 

Intent 

Successful and resilient learners: who understand a wide range of chemical concepts and can actively adapt to new 
situations 

Confident individuals: who can approach problems and practical situations in a curious and discerning way    

Responsible citizens: who can eloquently express the implications of chemistry on local, national and global issues, 
especially environmental ones. 

 



Narrative 

 
How are they going to be different when they finish the year? 

All learners will further extend their understanding about the periodic table and build on their concept of particle model theory 
particularly in how this is related to elements and compounds. The work on chemical energy and reactions will make a clear 

connection between the two and they will develop basic knowledge of the chemistry of the atmosphere  
 

How does this link to what they have done before? 
This builds on the work done in Year 7 on particles in C1 and will call upon their understanding of the difference in properties on 

metals and non-metals in C2, whilst broadening their experience of chemical reactions began in Y7. 
 

How does this set them up for the years to come?  
The work on Earth’s Climate is key knowledge in order to tackle the Chemistry of the Atmosphere section in Year 9 and the 

discussions around fossil fuel usage and impact in Year 10. The work on the Periodic table is an essential platform for them to use 
when learning about its historical development at the start of Year 9 and why this was such a remarkable scientific leap for 

humankind. 
 

Half term Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 

Knowledge 
(topics 

studied) 

 

C3 Periodic table, elements, compounds 

 

C4 Chemical energy, reactions, earth climate 

Key skills  

 

Application of knowledge 
Reading data (from periodic table such as Ar/RAM) 

Practical safety - why certain chemicals are dangerous 

Application of knowledge 
Tables 

Data analysis 
Practical skills/safety 

Cultural capital Organisation in the periodic table and the scientific method. Climate change and the possible future consequences 

Assessment 8C3 End of Unit Test 
 

8C4 End of Unit Test 
 

 


